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PrivBV: Distance-Aware Encoding for Distributed Data with
Local Differential Privacy
Lin Sun, Guolou Ping, and Xiaojun Ye
Abstract: Recently, local differential privacy (LDP) has been used as the de facto standard for data sharing and
analyzing with high-level privacy guarantees. Existing LDP-based mechanisms mainly focus on learning statistical
information about the entire population from sensitive data. For the first time in the literature, we use LDP for
distance estimation between distributed data to support more complicated data analysis. Specifically, we propose
PrivBV—a locally differentially private bit vector mechanism with a distance-aware property in the anonymized
space. We also present an optimization strategy for reducing privacy leakage in the high-dimensional space. The
distance-aware property of PrivBV brings new insights into complicated data analysis in distributed environments.
As study cases, we show the feasibility of applying PrivBV to privacy-preserving record linkage and non-interactive
clustering. Theoretical analysis and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
Key words: local differential privacy; privacy-preserving data publishing; non-interactive clustering

1

Introduction

In recent years, a lot of data have been crowdsourced
and comprehended continuously for decision-making
in many data-driven applications[1] . However, in many
applications, personal data are aggregated to improve
user experiences and the quality of service, which leads
to potential privacy leakage. For example, the browsing
records used in a recommender system could reveal
personal shopping habits. Thus, the need to protect
individual privacy has become a major public concern in
privacy-preserving data publishing[2] .
Recently, a variety of encoding mechanisms that claim
to be privacy-preserving have been proposed in specific
application fields. For example, in healthcare record
linkage, anonymization methods that support similarity
comparisons, such as the Bloom Filter-based mechanism
(NBF[3] ), Low-Cost Bloom Filters (LCBF[4] ), and Bit
Vector (BV[5] ), are used for numerical data encoding.
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In the preservation of location information[6] , several
anonymity-based mechanisms and transformation-based
approaches have been proposed to protect users’
exact locations while providing desired location-based
services. However, these proposed methodologies lack
strict privacy-guarantee models and might be vulnerable
to background knowledge attacks.
The notion of local differential privacy (LDP[7] )
has been deemed a de facto standard for privacypreserving data analysis since its proposal. Without loss
of generality, existing LDP protocols can be specified
into three steps. First, each distributed user encodes his
data into a specific data type. Then, the encoded data
is perturbed to generate noisy data. Finally, perturbed
data from distributed users are aggregated by the data
collector to deploy data analysis tasks. The -LDP
provides high privacy-preserving levels by guaranteeing
that the probability of any two different inputs being
projected into the same output is bounded by e . LDP
has shown great significance in learning statistical
information, especially for the mean and frequency
estimations (heavy hitter estimation)[8–11] .
However, two major challenges remain in applying
LDP to real-life applications. First, existing mechanisms
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with LDP guarantees can only estimate statistical
information from large volumes of data. Data utilities
are of limited scope in the perturbed space because
the randomization introduces too much noise in the
perturbation process. To preserve privacy, data from
the user are randomized to discrete space, which
distorts the data estimation. For example, the 1BitMean
mechanism[12] randomizes a numerical value into one
bit for mean estimation. For the aggregator, estimating
population means causes large errors under a limited
amount of data. Second, commonly used perturbing
mechanisms randomize the users’ value in the original
space, which causes a sharp privacy leakage in private
data sharing when the privacy budget  is set at a high
level. For example, the Laplace mechanism[13] and the
Piecewise mechanism[14] add a random noise located
near 0 with a high probability when the privacy budget
is high. The range of original data can be inferred from
the perturbed data with high confidence.
To improve data utilities in the perturbed space (even
when the privacy budget is not low), we consider an
anonymization-perturbation solution to achieve .; ı/LDP in this paper. More specifically, we take the Bit
Vector[5] mechanism as the basic anonymization and
expand it to be locally differentially private (PrivBV)
by applying the randomized response. We validate
that the similarity between two records (by Euclidean
distance) can be preserved in the perturbation procedure.
With this distance-aware property in the anonymized
space, this mechanism can be further used for privacypreserving data publishing and many complicated
analyzing tasks. As far as we know, no solution has been
proposed for non-interactive clustering under LDP. As
an improvement, we also propose a clustering algorithm
that only relies on the distance information between
different records.
Generally, the contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows. (1) We improve the capabilities
of the Bit Vector mechanism by discovering the distancecontinuation property in the anonymized space to make
it capable of the entire range distance estimation. (1)
We propose PrivBV: an .; ı/-LDP mechanism with
a distance-aware property. Then, we discover an
optimization method to achieve a lower estimation
error for high-dimensional data. (3) We explore the
application area of the proposed PrivBV mechanism.
For the first time, we present one possible solution to
non-interactive clustering and show the feasibility of
applying PrivBV in privacy-preserving record linkage.
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The overall structure of this paper can be divided into
several parts. In Section 2, we present related work
and some preliminaries. In Section 3, we first propose
a distance-continuation algorithm for the entire range
distance estimation of BV. Then, we propose PrivBV
and an optimization strategy for applying PrivBV on
high-dimensional data. As a study case, we delineate
the clustering algorithm in Section 4. The experimental
results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude
this paper and discuss future work in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

Before introducing several fundamental mechanisms that
are included in our proposed solution, definitions of the
notations are listed in Table 1. For convenience, each
dimension is assumed to be in the Euclidean space.
2.1

Distance-aware encoding mechanism

The distance-aware encoding schemes try to encode data
into an anonymized space and preserve the Euclidean
distance. In the application of privacy-preserving record
linkage, researchers combine Bloom Filters and N -gram
to detect string similarities with a privacy guarantee[3] .
As an improvement of the Bloom Filter-based solutions,
the Bit Vector (BV[4, 5] ) mechanism is proposed to
retrieve the Euclidean distance in the anonymized space.
Originally, BV is used for numerical data linking in the
three-party model[15] .
The BV mechanism requires a set of random values
R D fr1 ; r2 ; :::; rs g and interval parameter t . Each
random value follows a uniform distribution in the input
domain X D ŒL; U  with  D U L. These parameters
can be transferred through secure channels or using
encryption when deployed in real-world applications.
On the basis of R and t, a hash family is defined by
(
1; if x 2 Œri t; ri C t I
H D fhi g; hi .x/ D
(1)
0; otherwise
Equation (1) encodes a numerical value into a bit
vector with s components Bi Wi 2Œs , which is composed
of several set components (with Bi D 1) and unset
Table 1

Notation
R; t; s
ŒL; U 
Bx
dE ./; dH ./
dOE ./; dOH ./
; ı

Notations.
Explanation
Parameters of BV mechanism
Domain of source data, and  D U L
Bit vector of data x
Euclidean (Hamming) distance
Estimated Euclidean (Hamming) distance
Privacy budget defined by LDP
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components (with Bi D 0). BV has two important
features. First, the number of set components is identical
for different scalar values in expectation. Thus, BV
provides indistinguishabilities. Moreover, the Euclidean
distance can be estimated in the anonymized Hamming
space. For values x1 ; x2 with dE D jx1 x2 j, the
distance can be estimated as dOE D dH  =.2s/. With
these two properties, BV can be used for privacypreserving distance estimation applications.
Despite its efficacy, BV still suffers from two major
disadvantages, i.e., data utility insufficiency and possible
privacy leakage. On the one hand, the BV mechanism
can only estimate the distance with dE 6 2t (detailed
in Section 3.1). This property leads to a high estimation
error when the interval parameter t is incorrectly set.
On the other hand, knowing the set of random values
R, the range of original data can typically be narrowed,
which violates the privacy-preservation demand in the
data sharing process. For example, knowing that r1 D
6:3; r2 D 5:7 when t D 1, the encoded result BV .x/ D
.1; 0/ indicates that x 2 Œ5:3; 7; 3 and x … Œ4:7; 6:7.
Thus, x 2 Œ6:7; 7:3 by inference. With more background
knowledge of random values and t, the range of x can
be further determined.
2.2

Local differential privacy

The LDP[7, 9, 14, 16] is proposed as an extension of
differential privacy (DP[17] ) to provide strong privacy
guarantees in the local context. In the local setting,
an untrusted aggregator wants to learn statistical
information from users. For privacy concerns, every
user encodes and perturbs his data with an LDP
mechanism M and shares the randomized data with
the aggregator. Mechanisms with LDP guarantees are
defined as follows:
Definition 1 ((; ı)-LDP) A randomized algorithm
M is .; ı/-LDP iff for all S  Range.M/ and all x1
and x2 in the input domain:
PrŒM.x1 / 2 S  6 e  PrŒM.x2 / 2 S  C ı (2)
Intuitively, .; ı/-LDP means that with a probability
of at least 1 ı, the input tuple cannot be distinguished
when the aggregator receives the output S. The LDP
has been broadly used in statistical aggregation, such as
mean[18] and frequency[19] estimation. In addition, it has
been deployed in many well-known systems. Google
proposed RAPPOR[20] to study clients behavior, such
as surfing habits in Chrome. In Window Insiders, the
1BitMean mechanism[12] is used for mean estimation.
One inherent problem of mechanisms with LDP is that
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the amount of data plays an essential role in balancing
data utilities and privacy guarantees. The -LDP implies
that the data utility in a single record is negligible.
This implication raises one research interest: can the
perturbed data be compared with each other in the
local mode? In this paper, we provide new insights
on improving data utility in .; ı/-LDP by expanding the
perturbed probability space.
2.3

Problem definition and evaluation matrix

This paper studies the problem of distributed data
aggregation and analysis in the local setting of
differential privacy. To preserve a privacy guarantee,
each scalar value vi from distributed users is perturbed
by a privacy-preserving encoding mechanism M.vi /.
Then, an untrusted aggregator collects the encoded data
and wants to analyze data from the user’s side, including
the distance estimation and clustering.
Privacy-preserving distance estimation. For onedimensional data x; y 2 R and the perturbed data
by a privacy-preserving mechanism M, the Euclidean
distance dE D jx yj is estimated in the perturbed
space as dOE D D .M.x/; M.y//. This paper also
considers distance estimation over d -dimensional data.
The Euclidean distance over xqD Œx1 ; x2 ; :::; xd  and
Pd
yi /2 . As
y D Œy1 ; y2 ; :::; yd  is dE D
i D1 .xi
shown in Fig. 1, data from different users share the
same attribute in the horizontal settings, while different
users have different attributes in the vertical setting. The
error of distance estimation is enhanced by the average
absolute error EŒjdOE dE j.
Privacy-preserving record linkage. PPRL aims to
find matched records across data sources DA and DB .
Given threshold T , the record pair .x; y/ from different
data sources is classified as matches iff D.x; y/ 6 T .
Otherwise, .x; y/ is non-matches. The performance of
PPRL is evaluated by the precision (P), recall (R), and
F1-score, defined as
TP
TP
2PR
;R D
; F1 D
;
P D
TP C FP
TP C FN
P CR
where TP, FP, and FN are the number of true matches,
false matches, and false non-matches, respectively.
Non-interactive clustering. Given n distributed
𝑝
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users in which each user owns one record, the
non-interactive clustering task aims at grouping the
user records into k groups without interactively
communicating with users. One essential challenge in
the non-interactive clustering with privacy guarantees is
how to calculate similarities between different records
in the anonymized space. The clustering performance is
measured by the normalized mutual Information[21] .

3

Improving Data Utilities and PrivacyPreserving Levels of BV

As described in Section 2, BV suffers from data
utility insufficiency and possible privacy leakage.
To improve the performance of BV, we define the
property of distance-continuation and show that greater
distances can be adjusted to reduce the estimation
error. Then, we propose the PrivBV—a distanceaware perturbation mechanism under .; ı/-LDP based
on the BV mechanism. Furthermore, we present an
optimization strategy for applying PrivBV in highdimensional data.
3.1

Distance-continuation

=4
=5
=6
=7
=8
=9

𝑥 =4
0
1.015
1.975
2.51
2.585
2.585

𝑥 =5
1.015
0
0.96
2.025
2.64
2.64

𝑥 =6
1.975
0.96
0
1.065
2.07
2.62

then holds that:
u
 D ŒdH .B x ; B y /CdH .B y ; B z / dH .B x ; B z / D
2s
s

u X

dH .Bix ; Biy / C dH .Biy ; Biz / dH .Bix ; Biz / ;
2s
i D1

where B x ; B y , and B z are the bit vector of x; y; and z
by the PrivBV mechanism. For simplicity, let  2 f0; 1g
represent the value of the i-th bit. As an example, when
 D 0, the triple Œ; ;  is Bix ; Biy ; Biz D Œ0; 0; 1 and
the Hamming distances of the i -th bit are dH .Bix ; Biy / D
0; dH .Biy ; Biz / D 1; and dH .Bix ; Biz / D 1.
In the anonymized space, for the i -th bit, all possible
situations of Bix ; Biy ; and Biz are listed in the following
table.
As shown in Table 2, situation 3 violates the
continuation property. Without loss of generality, we
assume that  D 0, corresponding to ŒBix ; Biy ; Biz  D
Œ0; 1; 0. According to the hash function by Eq. (1), there
exists a random8value ri , such that:
ˆ
ˆ
<x 2 ŒL; ri t I
(3)
y 2 Œri t; ri C t I
ˆ
ˆ
:z 2 Œr C t; U 
i

Figure 2 shows the distance estimation result by the BV
mechanism. We can learn from the example of .y2 ; x6 /
that when dE .B x ; B y / > 2t, the distance estimation
utilities lose. This is because the information of value x
is preserved by the range Œx t; x C t  when encoding.
We will show that we can still recover the distance
information in the perturbed space.
As we noted, the data are continuous in the domain
of R, which is for x < y < z, and we have dE .x; z/ D
dE .x; y/ C dE .y; z/. In the anonymized space of BV,
the continuation property is still preserved.
Theorem 1 (Distance-continuation of the BV) For
numerical values x; y; z 2 R with x < y < z and
dE .x; y/; dE .x; z/; dE .y; z/ 6 2t, we have
dOE .x; z/ D dOE .x; y/ C dOE .y; z/:
Proof Let  D dOE .x; y/ C dOE .y; z/ dOE .x; z/. It
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦
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𝑥 =7
2.51
2.025
1.065
0
1.005
2.035

𝑥 =8
2.585
2.64
2.07
1.005
0
1.03

𝑥 =9
2.585
2.64
2.62
2.035
1.03
0

Fig. 2 Example of distance estimation by BV. The estimated
distance with a gray background is inaccurate. We set t = 1.2
and s = 1000. The range of original data is [0, 20].

Equation (3) means that .z t / .x C t / D .z
x/ 2t > 0, which does not hold because z x 6 2t .
Thus the case of  D 0 is invalid. Analogously, when
 D 1, the situation of ŒBix ; Biy ; Biz  D Œ1; 0; 1 is also
unsatisfied. The distance-continuation property in the
anonymized space is guaranteed.

With the distance-continuation property, we can use
the truly estimated distances to optimize the wrong
estimations. Following Fig. 2, we can adjust dOE .5; 8/ D
dOE .5; 7/ C dOE .7; 8/ D 3:03. The distance-continuation
also guarantees the uniqueness of the estimated distance.
For example, the result of dOE .5; 7/ C dOE .7; 8/ is
identical to that of dOE .5; 6/ C dOE .6; 8/.
Currently, distances over 2t cannot be adjusted
without those records in 2t as springboards. To solve
this problem, we recommend adding intermediate values
when encoding. For example, when 2t < 3, the distance
between 3.4 and 7.9 cannot be estimated. The data
owner can then generate a noisy value v D 5:5. In
this way, the Euclidean distance can be estimated as
Table 2 Possible values of bit vectors.
Situation
Bix
Biy
Biz
 D0



X
1



X
2




3



X
4
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dOE .3:4; 5:5/ C dOE .5:5; 7:9/. Notably, adding external
values increases computing complexity.
The pseudocode of the distance-adjusting algorithm
is described in Algorithm 1. Given n records in the
anonymized space encoded by the BV mechanism, we
first estimate the Euclidean distance Di;j using the BV
mechanism (Lines 1 and 2). As the distance-continuation
only holds within the range of 2t , we then need to
estimate 2t by finding the maximum domain that has the
distance-continuation property (Line 3). While adjusting
the distance matrix D, we first keep distances within
T unchanged (Line 5). Then, distances over T are
updated using Theorem 1 (Lines 6–8). Finally, the
remaining distances are kept unchanged (Line 9). In
our implementation, a flag matrix recording in which
iterations Di;j are revised is included, and the distance
can only be updated with a modified distance before the
current iterations.
3.2

PrivBV

Given a random value ri , the probability function of
BV can be written as PrŒBi D 1jri ; t  D Pr Œx 2
Œri t; ri C t. As we showed in the description of
the BV mechanism, once the random values are
known, the range of original data can be guessed with
high confidence. This circumstance indicates that BV
mechanism is vulnerable under the observation of ri . In
this section, we will extend the BV mechanism to be
.; ı/ locally differentially private. Although the random
values R are known by the aggregator by chance, privacy
can still be preserved under LDP.
For data utility purposes, we want the extended

Algorithm 1 Distance-adjusting by Distance-Continuation
Input: n distributed users and each user owns vector vi , where
vi is the encoded result by bit vector with  and s.
Output: the adjusted distance matrix DO
1:
2:

Generate a distance matrix D 2 Rnn .
Estimate the distance Di;j by BV mechanism
8i; j 2 Œn W Di;j D dH .vi ; vj /  =.2s/:

3:

Estimating the range of 2t by
T D maxfDi;k j9i; j; k W Di;j C Dj;k D Di;k g:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

O 8i; j; DO i;j D 1.
initialize a new distance matrix D,
8Di;j 6 T : DO i;j D Di;j .
for DO i;j 6 T and DO j;k 6 T and DO i;k D 1 do
update DO i;k D DO i;j C DO j;k .
end for
8DO i;j D 1, DO i;j D Di;j .
O
return D.

mechanism to be distance-aware. BV can preserve
distance information in the Hamming space, because
for numerical data x1 ; x2 , the probability of whether x1
and x2 remain in the same interval is proportional to
dE .x1 ; x2 /. Inspired by the randomized response, we
proposed PrivBV by designing a 1Bit-like mechanism
in each set bit. The probability function of PrivBV is
e C 1
(due to the space consideration, we use C D 
e
1
throughout this paper):
Pr Œx 2 Œri t; ri C t 
1
PrŒBi D 1jri ; t  D
:
C 
C
e C1
Theorem 2 (Expected number of set components)
In PrivBV, the expected number of components that are
set in each vector is 

2t
1
EŒw D s 
:
C 
  C
e C1
Theorem 2 indicates that in the anonymized space
of PrivBV, the expected number of components for
different source values remains the same, which provides
indistinguishability for the original values. Furthermore,
with the use of the randomized response, PrivBV
achieves .; ı/-LDP.
Theorem 3 Given s random values r1 ; r2 ; :::; rs ,
PrivBV satisfies .; ı/-LDP, where
  s

s
e
1

e  
:
ıD
e C 1
e C1
Proof Let x be numerical data in the input domain,
B be the bit vector encoded by BV, and B be the
randomized vector by PrivBV. We then have:
PrŒB jx D PrŒB jB; x  PrŒBjx D PrŒB jB:
The above equation turns PrŒB jx into PrŒB jB. We
consider the situation for encoding with one bit (s D 1).
Let bi be the i-th bit in b. Without loss of generality, for
the i -th bit in Bi and Bi , PrivBV indicates that
e Bi ˇBi
1
PrŒBi jBi  D . 
/
. 
/1 Bi ˇBi :
e C1
e C1
where the Bi ˇ Bi operation returns 1 if Bi D Bi , and
0 otherwise. Considering all random values r1 ; r2 ; :::; rs ,
for any x in the input domain and B in the output domain,
we have:
  B1 ˇb1
e
PrŒM.x/ D B  D


e C1

1 B1 ˇb1
1
 
e C 1
1 Bs ˇbs
  Bs ˇbs 
e
1
 
D
e C 1
e C1
P
P
   siD1 .Bi ˇbi / 
s siD1 .Bi ˇbi /
e
1
 
;
e C 1
e C1
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where M./ denotes the
 PrivBV
s mechanism. Thus, it
e
holds that PrŒB jB 6
, which means for any
e C 1
input pair .x1 ; x2 / and output B , the PrivBV mechanism
guarantees:
PrŒM.x1 / D B  6 e  PrŒM.x2 / D B  C ı:
According to the definition
PrivBV
satisfies
s
  ofLDP,

s
e
1

.; ı/-LDP, where ı D
e  
. 
e C 1
e C1
Theorem 3 gives the bound of the privacy-preserving
level. When used in applications, s is usually very
large. Taking s D 1000 as an example, the PrivBV
mechanism satisfies .2; 7:5  10 56 /-LDP. The PrivBV
encoding mechanism guarantees privacy for original
data. Now, we focus on retrieving the Euclidean distance
from the Hamming space. We first show that distances
in Hamming space are correlated to Euclidean distances.
Theorem 4 For values x1 ; x2 in the input domain
and the Hamming distance dH between encoded vectors,
e can estimate dE as
  C2
  e
:
dOE D
 dH
2s
.e 1/2
Proof As stated in the PrivBV mechanism, the
process of applying randomization to the BV mechanism
can be considered flipping the bits in BV with probability
1
. Thus, the expected Hamming distance can be

e C1
estimated as


dE e2 C 1
dE
2e
EŒdH  D 2s
C
s
2s
:
 .e C 1/2
 .e C 1/2
Thus, dH in the perturbed space can be used to
estimate the Euclidean distance dE .

Theorem 4 shows why the proposed PrivBV can
estimate the Euclidean distance. We now give the upper
bound of the estimation error in the following theorem.
Theorem 5 The estimation
errorsof PrivBV
0
1 is
jdOE

  C2
dE j D O @

2

Proof According
bound[12] , we have:
Pr ŒjdH

to

the

ln ˇ2
2s

A:

Chernoff-Hoeffding

EŒdH j > t 6 2  e

2t 2
s

:

Considering the relationship between dH and dE , it then
holds that
ˇ
"ˇ
#
ˇ 2s dO
2s dE ˇˇ
2t 2
ˇ
E
s ;
Pr ˇ 2 

>
t
6
2

e
ˇ
ˇ C 
C2  ˇ
which equals
ˇ
ˇ
Pr ˇdOE

ˇ t  C 2 
ˇ

dE ˇ >
62e
2s

2t 2
s

(4)
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Thus, by setting t D   2s=C2 , we obtain:
2
4
PrŒjdOE dE j >  6 2  e 8s =C :
Finally, letting ˇ D 2  e

8s 2 =C4

, the estimation error

is
s

ln ˇ2

2
 6  C 
:
2
2s
Thus, the error of PrivBV is bounded by a probability
of at least 1 ˇ.

3.3

Optimization of high-dimensional data

The previous section focused on applying PrivBV
for one-dimensional data analysis. In real-world
applications, data collected from different sources
are usually multi-dimensional. As shown in Fig. 1,
data from the user’s side can be horizontally and
vertically partitioned. In horizontal and vertical settings,
given record pair pA ; pB 2 Rd , the goal of distance
estimation is
v
u d
uX
(5)
dE .pA ; pB / D t .pA;i pB;i /2
i D1

where pA;i and pB;i are the i -th attribute of records pA
and pB , respectively.
The substantive solution to Eq. (5) is obtained by
encoding each dimension independently and estimating
the distance between
records as
v
u d 
2
X
2s  e
C2 u
dH .pA;i ; pB;i /
:
dOE D
t
2s
.e C 1/2
i D1

For distributed data custodians with vertically
partitioned data, distance estimation can be improved. In
P
2
2
Fig. 1, we define LA;B
D li D1 .pA;i pB;i /2 ; RA;B
D
Pd
2
pB;i / to represent the intermediate of
i DlC1 .pA;i
the left and right parts from different data custodians.
Then,
Eq. (5) can be represented as dE .pA ; pB / D
q
2
2
2
2
LA;B
C RA;B
. As LA;B
and RA;B
can be calculated
by their data owner without estimation loss, we can
first calculate the intermediate result and use PrivBV for
encoding. The right part can be optimized as
d
X
2
RA;B
D
.pA;i pB;i /2 D
i DlC1
d
X

2
.pA;i
i DlC1

„

ƒ‚

C

2
pB;i
/

S Dsum part

d
X

2  pA;i  pB;i

i DlC1

…

„

ƒ‚

P Dproduct part

…

(6)
Considering that PrivBV can be used for distance
2
estimation, we can estimate RA;B
of the above equation
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by estimating the distance between S and P (S and P
are the sum part S and product part P in Eq. (6). Letting
P
2
max D 2  diDlC1 2 , RA;B
can be estimated as
max  C2
max  e
2
ROA;B
D
 dH .B S ; B P /
:
2s
.e 1/2
where B S ; B P are the encoded bit vectors of S and P
by PrivBV. The data owner of the left part can then
estimate
the distance between pA ; pB as dOE .pA ; pB / D
q
2
2
LA;B
C ROA;B
, and the aggregator can estimate the
q
2
2
(the left
distance as dOE .pA ; pB / D
LO A;B
C ROA;B
part proceeds in the same manner as the right part to
Formula (7)). Thus, encoding and decoding occur once
and twice, respectively. Compared with the original
estimating method that must encode d times, this
optimized method can reduce the estimation error.

4

Clustering on Anonymized Data

With the PrivBV mechanism, data from the user’s side
are transformed into an anonymized space with high
privacy guarantees. Currently, data analysis methods
on integrated datasets are limited, as the PrivBV only
preserves distance information. Motivated by the kmeans clustering algorithm, we present a new clustering
method that only uses distance information.
The k-means algorithm[22] is one of the most
fundamental clustering methods. It aims to partition
all data points into k clusters by minimizing the withincluster sum of squares (denote ui as the mean of points
in cluster Ci ):
X X
arg min
.p ui /2
(7)
i 2Œk p2Ci

In each iteration of k-means, the center ui of cluster
Ci must be calculated by the mean of points in Ci . In
the anonymized space, calculating the mean value is not
supported by either BV or PrivBV and simply calculating
the mean of bit arrays is senseless. Instead of assigning a
point to its closest center, we assign a point to its closest
cluster in each iteration. Given a set of observations
p1 ; p2 ; :::; pn 2 R, the point-to-cluster distance between
point p and cluster C is defined as
X
dC .p; C / D
dE .p; p 0 /=jC j:
p 0 2C

In the anonymized space, in each dimension, the
distance between an anonymous point p 2 f0; 1gs and
an anonymous cluster C can be estimated as

X

2s  e
dOC .p; C / D

C2  dH .p; p 0 /
:
2sjC j 0
.e 1/2
p 2C

Based on dOC , the clustering result is given by finding
the objective C1 ; C2 ; ::::; Ck such that
X X
arg min
dC .p; Ci /:
C1 ;C2 ;:::;Ck

i 2Œk p2Ci

In the distributed environment, the process of
collecting and clustering in the anonymized space is
shown as Algorithm 2. First, common parameters must
be negotiated between users. With these parameters,
each data point is encoded into a bit array with the
PrivBV mechanism. As the encoding process is distanceaware, the integrated data can be used for clustering.
As with the k-means algorithm, kCluster refines the
result iteratively. There are two main steps in the kCluster
algorithm. In the first step, k clusters are randomly
initialized by choosing k centroids and arranging each
record to its nearest centroid (Line 5). In the second step,
each record’s label is reset to the closest cluster in the
previous iteration (Lines 6–13).
Additionally, the PrivBV mechanism can be easily
implemented in current clustering algorithms that only
use distance information. Taking DBSCAN as an
example, the essential task is to determine the number
of points within the range of E.
With the PrivBV anonymization mechanism, data
custodians can release their data at a high privacypreserving level. Moreover, data utilities for clustering
are guaranteed as the distance information is preserved.
The proposed clustering algorithm shows the potential
capacities of data mining on anonymized data.
Algorithm 2 kCluster-LDP: clustering with PrivBV
Input: The number of clusters k, encoding parameters R; t; ,
data range ŒL; U  and n users with their local data.
Output: The clustering result.
0
1: Each User encoding and releasing: p D PrivBVR;t; .p/.
2: Releasing decoding parameter:  D U
L.
0
0
3: Aggregating data: D D p1 [ p2 [   
4: Randomly choose k records as initial centroids of clusters
C1 ; C2 ; :::; Ck .
0
5: Assign each record p to the I -th cluster by
I D arg min dOC .p 0 ; C t /:
t2f1;2;:::;kg

6:
7:
8:
9:

repeat
0
Generate clusters: 8i 6 k, Ci D Ci , Ci D ∅
for j D 1; 2; 3; :::; jDj do
0
I D arg min dOC .pj0 ; C t /.
t 2f1;2;:::;kg

10:
11:
12:
13:

CI D CI [ pj0 .
end for
0
until 8i 2 Œk; Ci D Ci .
return Set of clusters C1 ; C2 ; :::; Ck .
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Experiment

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the
proposed schemes.
5.1

Distance estimation on numerical data

To evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1, we generate
a uniformly distributed dataset within the range Œ0; 25
and implement the distance-adjusting algorithm on the
estimated distance matrix of BV. The interval parameter
is set as t D 3. Each time, 10 000 pairs are compared
and evaluated. Figure 3 shows that applying the distanceadjusting algorithm can effectively lower the distance
estimation error. The error is given as the MAE.
We also evaluate the performance of applying the BV
and PrivBV in privacy-preserving record linkage. The
effectiveness of these approaches is evaluated via F1. As
shown in Fig. 4, the performance of PrivBV in record
linkage is slightly worse than that of BV. This result
is acceptable, as the PrivBV mechanism can provide
additional privacy guarantees.
5.2

Optimization for multi-dimensional data

In this section, we consider distance estimation over
multi-dimensional data. The error of the horizontally
partitioned setting is not covered because it is identical to
that of the non-optimization method in our experiment.
For convenience, the data dimensions from different

Fig. 3

Distance estimation error.

Fig. 4

PPRL performance.
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data custodians are set equal. Each record is encoded d
times by PrivBV with the non-optimization method but
only twice for the optimization. The range of encoded
data expands during optimization, and encoding with s
random values brings extra errors. Thus the number of
random values we use in optimization is identical to that
of non-optimization.
Figure 5 shows that in a high dimension, the optimized
method performs better. This is mainly because the
non-optimized strategy must encode d times (d is
the dimension of one record), whereas the optimized
strategy only encodes twice. The errors accumulate in the
encoding and decoding processes. Additionally, in a low
dimension, the non-optimized approach performs better.
This is because the interval for the random values is
large in the optimized procedure. Thus the optimization
strategy is ineffective under low dimension data.
5.3

Clustering performances

In this section, we evaluate the clustering performance.
We use the digit dataset[23] , which is composed of
1797 images, and each image is represented by an
8  8 vector. We choose k-means and kCluster as
basic clustering algorithms. As far as we know, the
ADP[24] and RSP[25] are the only solutions for noninteractive clustering. Unfortunately, comparing the
privacy-preserving level of .; ı/-LDP, ADP, and RSP
algorithms lacks a baseline. Both ADP and RSP are
not theoretically privacy-preserving even though they
involve noise in the encoding process. Only the PrivBV
mechanism provides a rigorous privacy-preserving level
theoretically.
For the ADP-based algorithm, the variance of the
noise is maintained at  D 2 and 4. For the RSPbased method, we project its dimension to 50% and
75%. The clustering result measured by NMI is listed
in Table 3. It shows that the proposed mechanism can
provide acceptable clustering results under strict privacy

Fig. 5

Optimization analysis.
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Table 3
Method
k-means
kCluster
RSP+k-means
ADP+k-means
PrivBV+kCluster

Clustering results.
Privacy level
–
–
50%-reduction
75%-reduction
 D2
 D4
.1; 8:9  10 137 /-LDP
.2; 7:5  10 56 /-LDP

NMI (%)
74.32
74.65
63.65
67.08
72.72
62.58
70.89
73.57

guarantees.
In Fig. 6, we vary the epsilon  in clustering
s
e
and investigate its effect (with ı D
e C 1

s
1
e 
and s D 1000). According to the

e C1
experimental results, the performance fluctuates within
a small range. This is because the distance information
is preserved when encoding.

6

Conclusion and Discussion

This work investigates encoding mechanisms under LDP
guarantees and applications in distributed scenarios.
Specifically, we discover the distance-continuation
property in the anonymized space and expand the
BV mechanism to be locally differentially private.
Our results show that we can achieve .; ı/-LDP in
the anonymized space, as well as distance estimation
utilities. The proposed solution can be used for
application fields that depend on distance information,
such as privacy-preserving data releasing and multiparty clustering in the distributed environment. As
an application case, we design an algorithm for noninteractive clustering.
In this paper, we only achieve .; ı/-LDP for distance
estimation and its applications. Whether -LDP can be

Fig. 6

Clustering results.

achieved in an anonymization mechanism remains an
open and challenging question.
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